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ABSTRACT

In the resource mapping method for data transmission, a
time-frequency resource of a slot interval including OFDM
Symbols is divided into traffic channels and shared among
the Subscribers, the traffic channel including resource blockS
uniformly distributed in the whole transmit frequency band,
the resource block including consecutive Subcarriers of
consecutive received Symbols having at least one inserted
pilot symbol. The pilot symbols and the channel-encoded
and modulated data Symbols are processed by time-fre
quency mapping according to the resource-block-based
mapping method to generate received symbols. The receiver
Separates the received Symbols by Subscribers according to
the resource-block-based mapping method in a frequency
domain, and performs iterative channel estimation, demodu
lation, and decoding by using the pilot and a data reference
value after decoding for each traffic channel.
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APPARATUS FOR OFDMA TRANSMISSION AND
RECEPTION FOR COHERENT DETECTION IN
UPLINK OF WIRELESS COMMUNICATION
SYSTEMAND METHOD THEREOF
CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED
APPLICATION

0001. This application claims priority to and the benefit
of Korea Patent Application No. 2003-92313 filed on Dec.
17, 2003 in the Korean Intellectual Property Office, the
entire content of which is incorporated herein by reference.
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

0002) (a) Field of the Invention
0003. The present invention relates to an apparatus for
OFDMA (Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access)
transmission and reception, and a method thereof. More
Specifically, the present invention relates to an apparatus for
OFDMA transmission and reception for coherent detection
in the uplink of a wireleSS communication System, and a
method thereof.

0004 (b) Description of the Related Art
0005. The conventional OFDM systems include DAB
(Digital Audio Broadcasting) and DVB (Digital Video
Broadcasting) systems providing continuous bit streams for
broadcasting services, or IEEE 802.11a and HIPERLAN/2
Systems providing packet Services in fixed or low speed
mobile environment. In each System, reference Symbols
Such as pilot Symbols or preambles are designed to be
Suitable to a specific environment, and a channel estimation
Scheme adequate to the reference Symbols is used, So as to
achieve coherent detection.

0006 There has recently been suggested a method com
bining OFDM and spread spectrum multiple access So as to
Support a higher data rate for multiple Subscribers and
achieve the frequency reuse factor of one in the cellular
environment. The typical examples of the combined method

are a method of using spread sequences (U.S. Pat. No.
6,188,717), and a frequency hopping OFDMA method using

a frequency hopping pattern that is different for each cell

(U.S. Pat. No. 6,473,418).
0007) The cited patent, U.S. Pat. No. 6,188,717 (Feb. 13,
2001) discloses “A method of simultaneous radio transmis

Sion of digital data between a plurality of Subscriber Stations
and a base station', which is an OFDM-based multicarrier

transmission and reception method for multiple Subscriber
Stations that is applicable to both uplink and downlink of
mobile communication Systems. According to the cited
patent, Subscriber data are spread with orthogonal Sequences
and the spread data are overlapped and transmitted on
allocated Subcarriers. Here, there is no interSection of the

Subcarrier Sets allocated to the respective Subscriber Stations
and the allocated Subcarriers are distributed in the whole

band, So the channel estimation at the reception party is
performed with a Wiener filter using reference symbols and
the data are restored with a maximum likelihood Sequence
detector.

0008. On the other hand, U.S. Pat. No. 6,473,418 (Oct.
29, 2002) discloses “An orthogonal frequency division

multiplexing based spread Spectrum multiple access'. To
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provide an OFDM-based cellular system for the reduction of
the intercell interference, the cited invention proposes a
System combining OFDM and frequency hopping based
multiple acceSS for cellular uplink and downlink multiple
acceSS So as to provide a frequency reuse factor approximate
to “1” without a complex cell planning.
0009 Both the systems provide a multiple access method
applicable to the uplink as well as the downlink.
0010. The method of using spread sequences, where the
Subcarrier Set allocated to Subscriber Stations is fixed,

enables channel estimation with a time domain filter using
periodically inserted pilot symbols. However, the method
demands the use of an interference reduction method Such as

maximum likelihood Sequence estimation due to the inter
code interference during Signal detection, and requires trans
mission of pilot Symbols on the whole Subcarriers allocated
to each Subscriber Station in the uplink.
0011. The frequency hopping OFDMA method, where
the Subscriber Stations in the same cell share pilots in the
downlink, enables channel estimation for the whole fre

quency band in the downlink by using a pilot Structure and
a channel estimation method applied to the conventional
circuit mode OFDM systems such as DAB, DVB, etc.
0012. In the uplink, each subscriber station is required to
use different reference symbols or pilot symbols for inde
pendent channel estimation, and the method demands fre
quency hopping in the unit of a block comprising adjacent
time/frequency resources correlated in their channel
responses So as to reduce the overhead caused by the pilot
Symbols. But, the intercell interference averaging perfor
mance can be degraded when the frequency hopping unit is
too large. Apart from the frequency hopping System, the
OFDMA system that allocates resources for uniform distri
bution of multiple user data in the whole frequency band So
as to achieve frequency diversity is also required to allocate
resources in the same manner as the frequency hopping
OFDMA system.
0013 The most traditional method for acquiring channel
information in the uplink is allocating SubcarrierS Such as
consecutive OFDM symbols to the subscribers and perform
ing differential coding and detection in the time domain.
But, this method also requires the use of a reference Symbol,
causes a 3 to 4 dB performance loSS relative to coherent
detection in uncoded cases, and results in an increased

performance loSS in coded cases.
0014. In a method of inserting pilots in the resource block
and using pilot Symbols to perform channel estimation, a
performance better than differential detection can be
achieved only by increasing the pilot insertion rate and
boosting the pilot transmission power. However, the
increased pilot insertion rate causes a deterioration of the
Spectral efficiency and the boosted pilot transmission power
increases the intercell interference as well as the power
consumption in the Subscriber equipments.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

0015. It is an advantage of the present invention to
provide an apparatus for OFDMA transmission and recep
tion for coherent detection in the uplink of a wireleSS
communication System, and a method thereof that achieves
frequency diversity over the whole transmission band to
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Subscriber Signals or intercell interference averaging, and
enhances the channel estimation performance without boost
ing the pilot transmission power.
0016. In one aspect of the present invention, there is
provided an apparatus for OFDMA transmission, which is
for coherent detection in an uplink of a wireleSS communi
cation System Supporting multiple Subscribers, the apparatus
including: a channel encoder for channel-encoding a Sub
Scriber data block, a Symbol mapper for mapping encoded
data of the channel encoder into a modulation Symbol; a
pilot Symbol generator for generating a pilot of the same
power as a data transmission power according to resource
mapping based on a resource block comprising at least one
pilot and multiple data; a resource-block-based time-fre
quency mapper for mapping a Subscriber data Symbol output
from the Symbol mapper and a pilot Symbol generated from
the pilot Symbol generator into a time-frequency index of an
OFDM signal according to a resource-block-based fre
quency hopping method; and an OFDM modulator for
generating an OFDM signal from the mapped output of the
resource-block-based time-frequency mapper.
0.017. In the resource mapping method, a time slot is
composed of a plurality of OFDM symbols and is divided
into a plurality of traffic channels shared by multiple Sub
Scribers. The traffic channel includes a plurality of resource
blocks well-distributed in the time and the frequency domain
of the slot. The resource mapping pattern of a traffic channel
is based on the unit of a resource block and keeps being
orthogonal to the resource mapping patterns of the other
traffic channels in the same cell. A different resource map
ping pattern is assigned to a traffic channel of an adjacent
cell So as to average the intercell interference.
0.018. In another aspect of the present invention, there is
provided an apparatus for OFDMA reception, which is for
coherent detection in an uplink of a wireleSS communication
System Supporting multiple Subscribers, the apparatus
including: an OFDM demodulator for converting OFDM
received symbols at respective antennas into frequency
domain received symbols, a resource-block-based time
frequency demapper for Separating the frequency-domain
received symbols of the OFDM demodulator by Subscribers
according to a resource mapping method for each Subscriber,
and rearranging the Separated frequency-domain received
Symbols based on a resource block, a channel estimator for
estimating a channel in the units of resource blockS based on
the output of the resource-block-based time-frequency
demapper; a demodulator for coherently calculating a chan
nel decoding input metric by using the channel estimate of
the channel estimator; and a channel decoder for performing
channel decoding by using the calculated metric of the
demodulator according to a channel encoding method.
0019. In a first iteration, the channel estimator, the
demodulator, and the channel decoder iterate their opera
tions up to a maximum iteration count, when channel
decoding is not Successful or a channel decoding Stop
condition is not Satisfied.

0020. The channel estimator estimates, at a first iteration,
the channel of a corresponding resource block by using
Solely instantaneous pilot channel estimates calculated by
dividing the frequency-domain received pilot Symbol out
puts from the OFDM demodulator by known pilot symbols,
and estimates, in Subsequent iterations, the channel of the
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corresponding resource block by using both the instanta
neous pilot channel estimates of the initial channel estimator
in the resource block and the instantaneous data channel

estimates calculated by using the decision Symbols esti
mated from channel decoding decision bits.
0021. The demodulator calculates the input metrics of the
channel decoder by using the channel estimates, the esti
mated noise variance, and the received symbols. The input
metric includes a weighted Euclidean distance or a log

likelihood ratio (LLR). When the input metric is calculated
based on a posteriori probability (APP), the extrinsic infor
mation provided from the channel decoder can be used as a
priori probability.
0022. In case of using a single-pilot-based resource block
having the pilot inserted in the center of the resource block,
the channel estimator includes: an instantaneous pilot chan
nel estimator for calculating an instantaneous pilot channel
estimate; a Symbol mapper for estimating transmit Symbols
from the output bits of the channel decoder; an instantaneous
data channel estimator for calculating instantaneous data
channel estimates by using the outputs of the Symbol map
per; a weighted Sum calculator for transmitting the instan
taneous pilot channel estimate as a channel value of the
resource block in a first iteration, and calculating a weighted
Sum in the resource block according to a refining channel
estimation method in the Subsequent iterations, and a noise
variance estimator for calculating the noise variance of the
received symbols in the resource block. The refining channel
estimation method of the weighted Sum calculator is Selected
from the group consisting of an average channel estimation
method, a weighted average channel estimation method, a
modified average channel estimation method, and a modi
fied weighted average channel estimation method.
0023 The noise variance estimator estimates, in a first
iteration, the noise variance of the resource block using the
known pilot Symbols and the hard decision Symbols detected
with the received symbols and channel estimate outputs
from weighted-Sum calculator, and estimates, in the Subse
quent iterations, the noise variance of the resource block
using the pilot Symbols and the outputs of the reference
Symbol generator.
0024. In case of using a resource block having multiple
pilot Symbols, the channel estimator includes: an instanta
neous pilot channel estimator for calculating instantaneous
pilot channel estimates, a channel parameter estimator for
estimating the SNR and the channel variation rate of a
received packet using the instantaneous pilot channel esti
mates, a filter coefficient memory and Selector for Selecting
an initial filter coefficient matrix and a refining filter coef
ficient matrix with the outputs of the channel parameter
estimator from the filter coefficient matrix Set calculated and

Stored in advance according to given levels of SNR and
channel variation rate; a reference Symbol generator for
estimating a transmit Symbol from the decision bits of the
channel decoder; an instantaneous data channel estimator for

generating an instantaneous data channel estimate from the
output of the reference Symbol generator; a resource-block
based filter for performing a filtering operation in the unit of
resource-block according to an initial filter coefficient matrix
provided by the filter coefficient memory and Selector, and
a noise variance estimator for calculating the noise variance
of the received symbols in the resource block.
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0.025 The resource-block-based filter filters, in a first
iteration, the output of the instantaneous pilot channel esti
mator in the unit of resource block according to the initial
filter coefficient matrix provided by the filter coefficient
memory and Selector, and averages, in Subsequent iterations,
the outputs of the instantaneous pilot channel estimator and
the instantaneous data channel estimator corresponding to a
Same time in the resource block and filters the averaged
outputs according to the refining filter coefficient matrix
provided by the filter coefficient memory and selector.
0026. The noise variance estimator estimates, in a first
iteration, the noise variance of the resource block using the
known pilot Symbols and the hard decision Symbols detected
with the received symbols and channel estimate outputs
from the resource-block-based filter, and estimates, in the

Subsequent iterations, the noise variance of the resource
block using the instantaneous channel pilot channel esti
mates and the outputs of the reference Symbol generator.
0027. In further another aspect of the present invention,
there is provided a method for OFDMA transmission, which
is for coherent detection in an uplink of a wireleSS commu
nication System Supporting multiple Subscribers, the method

including: (a) channel-encoding a Subscriber data block; (b)
mapping the encoded data into a modulation symbol; (c)

generating a pilot Symbol having the same power of a data
transmission power according to a resource mapping based
on a resource block comprising at least one pilot and

multiple data; (d) mapping the symbol-mapped Subscriber

data Symbol and the generated pilot Symbol into a time
frequency index of an OFDM symbol according to a

resource-block-based frequency hopping method; and (e)

generating an OFDM signal from the output of the time
frequency mapping Step and transmitting the generated
OFDM signal.
0028. In still another aspect of the present invention,
there is provided a method for OFDMA reception, which is
for coherent detection in an uplink of a wireleSS communi
cation System Supporting multiple Subscribers, the method

including: (a) converting OFDM received symbols at

respective antennas into frequency-domain received Sym

bols by OFDM demodulation; (b) separating the frequency

domain received Symbols by Subscribers according to a
resource mapping method of each Subscriber, and rearrang
ing the Separated frequency-domain received symbols based

on a resource block by resource-block-based demapping; (c)
estimating a channel in the units of resource block by using
the output of the time-frequency demapping step; (d) coher
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block by using both known pilot symbols and tentatively
decided data Symbols from received Symbols and channel

estimates; and (c-2) performing a refining channel estima
tion in Subsequent iterations to estimate the channel of the
corresponding resource block by using both the instanta
neous pilot channel estimate in the resource block and an
instantaneous data channel estimate calculated by using a
data modulation Symbol estimated from channel decoded
bits and to estimate the noise variance of the corresponding
resource block by using both pilot Symbols and data Symbols
estimated from channel decoded bits.

0030. When the traffic channel has resource blocks com
prising multiple consecutive time-frequency resources
almost without a variation of channel and has a single-pilot
based resource block having a pilot Symbol inserted in the

center of the resource block, the Step (c-1) includes using the
Single instantaneous pilot channel estimate in the resource

block as a data channel estimate in the resource block, and

the Step (c-2) includes estimating the data channel by using
a weighted Sum of the instantaneous pilot channel estimate
and the instantaneous data channel estimate.

0031. In this case, the step (c-2) includes estimating the

data channel by an average channel estimation method of
averaging all instantaneous channel estimates in the resource

block, for the weighted Sum. Alternatively, the Step (c-2)

includes estimating the data channel by a modified average
channel estimation method of averaging all instantaneous
channel estimates other than the instantaneous channel esti

mate of the data channel to be estimated, for the weighted
SU.

0032. Alternatively, the step (c-2) includes estimating the
data channel by a weighted average channel estimation
method of calculating the APP of a modulation symbol
estimated from the APPs of the decision bits of the channel

decoding step (e), adding the APP of a modulation Symbol
as an extra weight to the instantaneous channel estimate in
the resource block, and averaging the weighted instanta
neous channel estimate, for the weighted Sum.

0033 Alternatively, the step (c-2) includes using a modi
fied weighted average channel estimation method of aver
aging the instantaneous channel estimate other than a value
of a data position to be estimated, in calculating the APP of
a symbol estimated from the APPs of decision bits of the

channel decoding step (e), adding the APP as an extra weight
to the instantaneous channel estimate in the resource block,

and averaging the weighted instantaneous channel estimate,
for the weighted Sum.
0034. When the traffic channel has resource blocks com
prising consecutive time-frequency resources allowing a

ently generating a channel decoding input metric from the
received symbol, the estimated channel, the estimated noise

variation of channel in a time domain almost without a

the generated metric according to a channel encoding

variation of channel in a frequency domain and is mapped
into a multiple-pilot-based resource block having at least

variance by demodulation; (e) channel-decoding based on

method; and (f) determining whether to repeat a reception

proceSS when a decoding Stop condition provided in the
channel decoding Step is not Satisfied, or when a literation
count is less than a maximum iteration count.

0029. In the reception method, the step (c) includes: (c-1)
performing an initial channel estimation in a first iteration to
estimate a channel of a corresponding resource block by
using an instantaneous pilot channel estimate calculated by
dividing a frequency-domain received pilot Symbol of the
time-frequency demapping Step by a known pilot Symbol,
and to estimate a noise variance of a corresponding resource

two inserted pilot symbols, the step (c-1) includes filtering
the instantaneous pilot channel estimate to estimate a data

channel, and the step (c-2) includes dividing a data channel
received symbol by a modulation symbol estimated from the

channel decoded bits to calculate an instantaneous data

channel estimate, averaging instantaneous channel estimates
for different frequency indices of a Same time indeX in the
resource block in a frequency domain, and filtering the
average value in the time domain to estimate the channel.

0035) In this case, the steps (c-1) and (c-2) include

pre-determining an initial filter coefficient matrix Set and a
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refining filter coefficient matrix Set, respectively, according
to the ranges of the SNR and the channel variation rate,
Selecting an initial filter coefficient matrix and a refining
filter coefficient matrix for the received data packet accord
ing to the estimates of the SNR and the channel variation
rate, and performing a filtering operation.

0036) The steps (c-1) and (c-2) include estimating the
channel parameterS Such as the SNR and the channel varia
tion rate by using the instantaneous pilot channel estimates
in a received data packet.
0037. In still another aspect of the present invention,
there is provided a method for OFDMA transmission and
reception, which is for coherent detection in an uplink of a
wireleSS communication System Supporting multiple Sub
Scribers, the method including: a transmission process that

includes (a) dividing the time-frequency resources of a time

slot comprising a plurality of OFDM symbols into a plural
ity of traffic channels comprising a plurality of resource
blocks well-distributed in the time and the frequency domain

of the slot (b) generating pilot symbols according to

resource-block-based resource mapping with a minimum
resource unit being a resource block comprising consecutive
Subcarriers of consecutive OFDM symbols having at least

one inserted pilot Symbol for each traffic channel, and (c)

processing the pilot Symbols and channel-encoded and
modulated data Symbols by time-frequency mapping
according to the resource-block-based mapping method to
generate and transmit an OFDM signal; and a reception

process that includes (d) processing the received OFDM

Signal according to the resource-block-based mapping
method in the frequency domain, Separating the received
Symbols by Subscribers, and rearranging the Separated Sym

bols based on the resource block, and (e) performing itera
tive channel estimation, demodulation, and decoding by
using the pilot Symbols and data Symbols estimated with the
channel decoded bits after decoding for each traffic channel.
0.038 Consequently, for providing a resource allocation
method and a channel estimation method for coherent detec

tion in the uplink of an OFDMA system, the present inven
tion allocates data in the units of resource blocks having a
correlation large in the frequency and time domain for
packet transmission of each Subscriber in the uplink, and at
least one inserted pilot Symbol, So the channel estimation of
the resource block can be achieved by using the pilot Symbol
in the initial Stage and then the pilot Symbol and data Symbol
estimated with channel decoded bits after channel decoding,
thereby reducing the number of pilot symbols in the uplink
for channel estimation by Subscribers and enhancing the
channel estimation performance without boosting the pilot
transmission power.
0039. In addition, the noise variance of the resource
block is estimated by a resource-block by resource-block
manner and the decoding metric is weighted by the esti
mated noise variance to mitigate the intercell interference
better.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

0040. The accompanying drawings, which are incorpo
rated in and constitute a part of the Specification, illustrate an
embodiment of the invention, and, together with the descrip
tion, Serve to explain the principles of the invention:
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0041 FIG. 1 is an exemplary illustration of allocating
time-frequency resources to multiple Subscribers in a
method of OFDMA transmission and reception for coherent
detection in the uplink according to an embodiment of the
present invention;
0042 FIG. 2a is an exemplary illustration of using a
resource block based on a Single pilot Symbol in a method
of OFDMA transmission and reception for coherent detec
tion in the uplink according to an embodiment of the present
invention;

0043 FIG.2b is an exemplary illustration of mapping a
resource block based on multiple pilot Symbols in a method
of OFDMA transmission and reception for coherent detec
tion in the uplink according to an embodiment of the present
invention;

0044 FIG. 3 is a schematic of an apparatus of OFDMA
transmission and reception for coherent detection in the
uplink according to an embodiment of the present invention;
004.5 FIG. 4 is a schematic of a channel estimator for a
method of mapping a resource block based on a single pilot
symbol in the apparatus of OFDMA transmission and recep
tion for coherent detection in the uplink according to an
embodiment of the present invention;
0046 FIG. 5 is a schematic of a channel estimator for a
method of mapping a resource block based on multiple pilot
symbols in the apparatus of OFDMA transmission and
reception for coherent detection in the uplink according to
an embodiment of the present invention; and
0047 FIGS. 6a and 6b are flow charts showing the
method of OFDMA transmission and reception for coherent
detection in the uplink according to an embodiment of the
present invention.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE
PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

0048. In the following detailed description, only the
preferred embodiment of the invention has been shown and
described, simply by way of illustration of the best mode

contemplated by the inventor(s) of carrying out the inven

tion. AS will be realized, the invention is capable of modi
fication in various obvious respects, all without departing
from the invention. Accordingly, the drawings and descrip
tion are to be regarded as illustrative in nature, and not
restrictive. To clarify the present invention, parts which are
not described in the Specification are omitted, and parts for
which Similar descriptions are provided have the same
reference numerals.

0049 FIG. 1 is an exemplary illustration of allocating
time-frequency resources to multiple Subscribers in a
method of OFDMA transmission and reception for coherent
detection in the uplink according to an embodiment of the
present invention.
0050. One subcarrier in one OFDM symbol has a mini
mum time-frequency resource 101 constituting an OFDM
Symbol. The minimum unit of resource allocation for trans
mission of a Subscriber data packet is Rf consecutive Sub
carriers in R, consecutive OFDM symbols having at least
one inserted pilot Symbol So as to enable independent
channel estimation. Namely, a resource block 102 including
RXRf time-frequency resources is the minimum unit of
resource allocation.

US 2005/0135324 A1
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0051. The traffic channel comprising a plurality of
resource blocks 110, 120, and 130 well-distributed in the

time and frequency domain of the slot is allocated to a
Subscriber intending to transmit a data packet. Such an
allocation of resource blocks 110, 120, and 130 distributed

in the whole frequency band to every Subscriber guarantees
frequency diversity. The Set of time-frequency indices of the
resource blockS constituting the data channel is different
from a data channel in the adjacent cells, So as to achieve
intercell interference averaging to Some degree.
0052. As the resource blocks 110, 120, and 130 get larger,
channel estimation becomes easier to achieve but the inter

cell interference averaging performance deteriorates. So, the
size of resource blocks 110, 120, and 130 is preferably
minimized.

0.053 FIG. 2a is an exemplary illustration of using a
resource block based on a Single pilot Symbol in a method
of OFDMA transmission and reception for coherent detec
tion in the uplink according to an embodiment of the present
invention.

later.

0059 Based on this aspect, the structure and operation of
an apparatus for OFDMA transmission and reception
according to an embodiment of the present invention is
described in detail as follows.

0060 FIG. 3 is a schematic of an apparatus for OFDMA
transmission and reception for coherent detection in the
uplink according to an embodiment of the present invention.
0061 An OFDMA transmitter 310 for coherent detection
in the uplink according to an embodiment of the present
invention comprises, as shown in FIG. 3, a channel encoder
311, a symbol mapper 312, a pilot symbol generator 313, a
resource-block-based time-frequency mapper 314, and an
OFDM modulator 315.

0.054 For example, a resource block 210 based on a
Single pilot Symbol comprising six resources, where R and
Rf are 3 and 2, respectively, and including one inserted pilot
symbol 211 is preferable in construction when there is
almost no variation of channel in the resource block. In this

construction, the single pilot symbol 211 for the initial
channel estimation is mapped to be in the center of the
resource block 210, and data symbols 212 are mapped to be
in the remaining areas of the resource block. Preferably, the
values of R and Rf to make almost no variation of channel
are determined to Satisfy the following expression.
fDTR31/2, TaxAfRf.331/2

transmission power equal to the data transmission power.
The deterioration of the channel estimation performance
caused by not boosting the pilot transmission power is
overcome by iteratively performing channel estimation,
demodulation, and channel decoding in the reception
method of the present invention, which will be described

Equation 1

0.055 where f is the maximum Doppler frequency of the
channel; T is the OFDM symbol interval; t is the
maximum delay time of the channel; and Afis the Subcarrier
Spacing.
0056 FIG.2b is an exemplary illustration of mapping a
resource block based on multiple pilot Symbols in a method
of OFDMA transmission and reception for coherent detec
tion in the uplink according to another aspect of the present
invention, the resource block including two inserted pilot
symbols.
0057. In a specific system environment, the resource
block having almost no variation of channel is extremely
Small in size, and the transmission efficiency greatly dete
riorates when the pilot overhead exceeds 20% due to the
Small size of the resource block. In this case, a resource

block 220 is preferred that allows a variation of channel in
the time domain and has at least two inserted pilot Symbols
221 in the time domain. An example of resource block
mapping for the reduction of the pilot overhead is mapping
data Symbols 222 to a half of the pilot spacing in the time
domain towards both ends of the resource block. Preferably,
the pilot Symbols 221 are of the same frequency position,
and the time spacing P between the two pilot symbols 221
Satisfies the following expression.
Equation 2

0.058. In accordance with another aspect of the present
invention, the Overhead caused by pilot power boosting and
the intercell interference are reduced by making the pilot

0062) The channel encoder 311 of the transmitter 310
encodes a Subscriber data packet, and the Symbol mapper
312 maps the encoded bits from the channel encoder 311
into modulation Symbols.
0063. The pilot symbol generator 313 generates pilot
Symbols of the equal power to the data transmission power
according to resource mapping based on a resource block
comprising at least one pilot Symbol and multiple data
Symbols. The resource-block-based time-frequency mapper
314 maps subscriber data symbol outputs from the symbol
mapper 312 and a pilot Symbols generated from the pilot
Symbol generator 313 into a time-frequency index Set of
OFDM symbols allocated to a corresponding traffic channel
according to a resource-block-based mapping method. The
OFDM modulator 315 generates an OFDM signal according
to the output of the resource-block-based time-frequency
mapper 314.
0064. On the other hand, a receiver 320, which receives
a signal from the transmitter 310 of the above-stated struc
ture, comprises an OFDM demodulator 321, a resource
block-based time-frequency demapper 322, a channel esti
mator 323, a demodulator 324, and a channel decoder 325.

0065. The OFDM demodulator 321 converts OFDM
received symbols at respective antennas to the received
Symbols in the frequency domain. The resource-block-based
time-frequency demapper 322 Separates the received Sym
bols by Subscribers according to the resource mapping
method of the transmitter 310 for each Subscriber, and

rearranges the Separated received Symbols based on the
resource block.

0066. The channel estimator 323 performs channel esti
mation in the unit of resource blockS based on the output of
the resource-block-based time-frequency demapper 322. In
a first iteration, the channel estimator 323 estimates the

channel of a corresponding resource block by using an
instantaneous pilot channel estimates calculated by dividing
the received pilot symbol of the OFDM demodulator 321 by
the known pilot Symbol. In Subsequent iterations, the chan
nel estimator 323 re-estimates the channel of the corre

sponding resource block by using both the instantaneous
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pilot channel estimates in the resource block and instanta
neous data channel estimates calculated by using data modu
lation Symbol estimated from a channel decoded bits.
0067. The demodulator 324 uses the estimated channel of
the channel estimator 323 to coherently calculate channel
decoding input metrics, e.g., Euclidean distances or LLRS.
The channel decoder 325 performs channel decoding using
the metrics of the demodulator 324 according to a method
used in the channel encoder 311.

0068. In the receiver 320, the channel estimator 323, the
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0075 Channel estimator 510 for a multiple-pilot-based
resource block mapping method comprises, as shown in
FIG. 5, an instantaneous pilot channel estimator 511, a
channel parameter estimator 512, a filter coefficient memory
and selector 513, a reference symbol generator 514, an
instantaneous data channel estimator 515, a resource-block
based filter 516, and a noise variance estimator 517.

0076. The instantaneous pilot channel estimator 511 pro
vides instantaneous pilot channel estimates by dividing the
received pilot symbols in the traffic channel by the known
transmit pilot symbols. The channel parameter estimator 512

demodulator 324, and the channel decoder 325 iterate their

estimates the SNR and the channel variation rate of the

operations until the iteration count reaches the maximum
iteration count or the decoding Stop condition of the channel
decoder 325, if any, is satisfied.
0069. In the reception apparatus of the above-stated
Structure according to an embodiment of the present inven

received traffic channel by estimating the average received
power from the instantaneous pilot channel estimates at
every pilot position in a corresponding received traffic

tion, the channel estimator 323 is variable in structure

according to whether it uses a Single-pilot-based resource
block mapping method or a multiple-pilot-based resource
block mapping method.
0070 FIG. 4 is a schematic of the channel estimator
using a single-pilot-based resource block mapping method
for signal transmission in the apparatus of OFDMA trans
mission and reception for coherent detection in the uplink
according to an embodiment of the present invention.

0071 Channel estimator 410 for a single-pilot-based
resource block mapping method comprises, as shown in
FIG. 4, an instantaneous pilot channel estimator 411, a
reference Symbol generator 412, an instantaneous data chan
nel estimator 413, a weighted Sum calculator 414, and a
noise variance estimator 415.

0.072 The instantaneous pilot channel estimator 411 pro
vides instantaneous pilot channel estimates by dividing
received pilot symbols in the traffic channel by the known
transmit pilot Symbols, and the reference Symbol generator
412 estimates transmitted modulation symbols from the
decoded bits of a channel decoder 430 after one iteration is
performed.
0073. The instantaneous data channel estimator 413
divides the received symbols by the outputs of the reference
Symbol generator 412 to provide instantaneous data channel
estimates. In the first iteration, the weighted Sum calculator
414 transferS the instantaneous pilot channel estimate of a
resource block to the demodulator 430 as a data channel

estimate in the corresponding resource block. In Subsequent
iterations, the weighted Sum calculator 414 estimates the
channel by using the instantaneous pilot channel estimate
and the instantaneous data channel estimates calculated

according to any one of the following Equations 5 to 8 in the
repeated channel estimation Step Subsequent to decoding.
When calculating the weighted Sum according to the Equa
tion 7 or 8, the channel estimator 410 uses the APP of a

modulation symbol estimated from the decoded bits and
their APPS of the channel decoder 430.

0074 FIG. 5 is a schematic of the channel estimator
using a multiple-pilot-based resource block mapping
method for signal transmission in the apparatus of OFDMA
transmission and reception for coherent detection in the
uplink according to an embodiment of the present invention.

channel, an initial noise variance, and a time-domain auto

correlation value at the adjacent pilot Symbol positions.
0077. The filter coefficient memory and selector 513
Stores a pre-determined initial filter coefficient matrix Set
and a pre-determined refining filter coefficient matrix Set
according to the ranges of SNR and the channel variation
rate values and Selects a filter coefficient matrix based on the
SNR estimate and the channel variation rate estimate. The

reference Symbol generator 514 estimates transmit Symbols
from the decision bits of a channel decoder 530. The

instantaneous data channel estimator 515 generates an
instantaneous data channel estimates from the output of the
reference symbol generator 514.
0078. In the first iteration, the resource-block-based filter
516 filters the output of the instantaneous pilot channel
estimator 511 in the unit of resource block by using the
initial filter coefficient matrix of the filter coefficient memory
and Selector 513. In Subsequent iterations, the resource
block-based matrix 516 averages the outputs of the instan
taneous pilot channel estimator 511 and the instantaneous
data channel estimator 515 corresponding to a same time in
the resource block, filters the averaged outputs in the unit of
resource block by using the refining filter coefficient matrix
provided by the filter coefficient memory and selector 513,
and transmits the filtered outputs to a demodulator 520.
007.9 The noise variance estimator 415,517 estimates, in
the first iteration, the noise variance of the resource block, by
using both the pilot Symbols and the tentative hard decision
data symbols determined by the received symbols and the
output of the weighted Sum calculator 414 or the resource
block-based filter 516 and estimates, in Subsequent itera
tions, the same by using both the pilot Symbols and the
output of the reference symbol generator 412, 514.
0080 Based on this structure, a method for OFDMA
transmission and reception for coherent detection in the
uplink according to an embodiment of the present invention
is described as follows.

0081 FIGS. 6a and 6b are flow charts of the method for
OFDMA transmission and reception for coherent detection
in the uplink according to an embodiment of the present
invention, in which FIG. 6a shows a transmission method

(S610) in a sequential manner and FIG. 6b shows a recep
tion method (S620) in a sequential manner.
0082 In the transmission method (S610), the channel
encoder 311 channel-encodes a Subscriber data packet to
output a codeword, in step S611. The symbol mapper 312
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maps the encoded bits into modulation Symbols, in Step
S612. The pilot symbol generator 313 generates pilot sym
bols having the same intensity of the data transmission
power according to a single-pilot- or multiple-pilot-based
resource block mapping method, in Step S613. The resource
block-based time-frequency mapper 314 maps the Sub
Scriber data and pilot Symbols into the time-frequency indeX
set of OFDM symbols in the slot according to the resource
mapping method, in Step S614.
0083) Subsequently, the OFDM modulator 315 performs
IFFT conversion and insertion of a guard interval for the
output of the mapper 314 to generate an OFDM signal and
transmits the generated OFDM signal to the receiver 320, in
step S615.
0084) Referring to FIG. 6b, in the reception method

(S620), the OFDM demodulator 321 of the receiver 320

OFDM-demodulates OFDM received symbols at respective
antennas into the received Symbols in the frequency domain
by removal of the guard interval and FFT conversion, in step

h(nl)") is a frequency channel response by receiving
antennas, X(n,l) is a pilot or data Symbol transmitted to a
corresponding position; and w(n.1) (=w (n,l)w(n,l) . . .

WM(nl)") is the background noise by receiver antennas.

0091. In the method for OFDM transmission and recep
tion for coherent detection in the uplink according to an
embodiment of the present invention, the channel estimation
method is variable according to the type of the resource
block mapping method.
0092 First, the channel estimation method in the channel
estimation step S623 for single-pilot-based resource block
mapping is described below.
0093. The channel estimation method in the initial chan
nel estimation Step S623a of the channel estimation Step
S623 includes estimating data channels by using an instan

taneous pilot channel estimate h(nl) calculated by least
Square estimation at a pilot position (nl) of the resource

block according to the following Equation 4.

S621.

0085. The resource-block-based time-frequency demap
per 322 Separates the received symbols in the frequency
domain by Subscribers and rearranges the Separated received
Symbols based on the resource block by a resource-block
based time-frequency demapping, according to the resource
mapping method used in the aforementioned transmission
step S610 of each subscriber, in step S622.
0086) Subsequently, the channel estimator 323 estimates
the channel in the unit of the resource block based on the

output of the resource-block-based time-frequency demap
ping step S622, in step S623.
0087. The demodulator 324 demodulates the received
Symbols with the outputs of the channel estimation Step
S623 to coherently generate channel decoding input metrics,
e.g., Euclidean distances or LLRS, in Step S624. The channel
decoder 325 decodes the information bits from the input
metrics using the channel decoding method corresponding to
a channel encoding method, in Step S625.
0088. The channel estimator 323 determines in step S626
whether to iterate the reception process, when the decoding
stop condition of the channel decoder 325 is not satisfied, or

r
h(n,
l) = h(n. le) = r(np, le)
X(np, lip)

tion 4
Equation
4

0094. The refining channel estimation step S623b of the
channel estimation Step S623 includes estimating transmit

ted modulation symbols {x(n.1)} by using decision bits {6}

after channel decoding as provided in the aforementioned
channel decoding Step S626, and calculating instantaneous
data channel estimates in the resource block by least Square
estimation. More specifically, this estimation method is an
average channel estimation method that estimates each data
channel estimate by using an average instantaneous channel
estimate in the resource block including the instantaneous
pilot channel estimate according to the following Equation
Equation 5

when the iteration count is less than the maximum number

of iterations. The channel estimation Step S623 comprises an
initial channel estimation Step S623a of estimating the
channel of a corresponding resource block by Solely using
instantaneous pilot channel estimates in the resource block
during a first iteration, and a refining channel estimation Step
S623b of re-estimating each data channel in the resource
block by using the instantaneous pilot channel estimates and
instantaneous data channel estimates calculated from the

channel decoded bits in the resource block, and additional

information available during Subsequent iterations.
0089. In the resource-block-based time-frequency
demapping Step S622, the received symbols for the Sub
Scriber data packet after the demapping Step is given by the
following Equation 3.
r(n,i)=h(n,i)x(n,i)+w(n, l)

Equation 3

0090 where n is the time domain index; I is the frequency

domain index; r(n.1) (=r (n.1)r-(n.1)... rM(nl)") is a vector

received at M receiver antennas; h(nl) (=h(n,l)h(n,l) . . .

0.095 where I is a time-frequency index set constitut

ing a resource block for channel estimation; and Isl=R.Rf
is the number of elements in the Set I, and it is given as

X(nl)=x(nl) at the pilot position. In this manner, the

instantaneous data channel estimate is calculated by using
decision bits after channel decoding to reduce a probability
of erroneous decision. Also, the instantaneous pilot channel
estimate in the resource block and the instantaneous data

channel estimates are averaged for the reduction of channel
estimation errors that may occur in channel estimation using
the pilot Symbol. Accordingly, the effect of the pilot trans
mission power greater than the data transmission power can
be obtained without boosting the pilot transmission power.
0096. Another method of estimating channels in the
resource block in the above-Stated refining channel estima
tion Step S623b is a modified average channel estimation
method according to the following Equation 6, where the
instantaneous channel estimate for a data position to be
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estimated is excluded in averaging the instantaneous channel
estimate in the resource block.

finwavg (n, l) =
r

hav (n, 1) =

1

X in', ')

Equation 8

Equation 6

0097 where I/(n.1) is the set formed by I excluding
the element (nl). The average channel estimation method of

the Equation 5 may have relatively less complexity by using
the same channel estimate for the data fields comprising a
resource block. But, it causes error propagation in that the
previous channel decoding error affects the results of chan
nel estimation, demodulation, and decoding in the Subse
quent Steps, by introducing a previous decoding decision for
the data to be demodulated in the re-estimated data channel

estimate. According to the Equation 6, the modified average
channel estimation method that provides a different value to
each data position increases the complexity but reduces the
effect of error propagation.

0098. In the method for OFDMA transmission and recep
tion for coherent detection in the uplink according to an
embodiment of the present invention, another refining chan
nel estimation method can also be used that employs a
Single-pilot-based resource block mapping method and pro

vides the APPs {p(b)} for decision bits {6} after channel
decoding in the above-Stated channel decoding Step S626.
0099. The refining channel estimation method using
APPS is a weighted average channel estimation method that
uses the APP as a reliability of a data symbol estimation. The
weighted average channel estimation method includes cal

culating the APPs {p(x(n.1))} of the data symbol estimates

from the bit probabilities after decoding, multiplying the
calculated APP by the instantaneous channel estimate as a
reliability for channel estimation at a data position, and
averaging the multiplication result, as expressed by the
following Equation 7.

0102) Now, a description is given as to a channel esti
mation method of the channel estimation step S623 for
multiple-pilot-based resource block mapping in the method
for OFDMA transmission and reception for coherent detec
tion in the uplink according to an embodiment of the present
invention.

0103) The initial channel estimation method S623a of the
above-Stated channel estimation Step S623 can be expressed
by the following Equation 9.

hite,(n, 1) = X gif" (n)h(n', ')

Equation 9

0.104) where T is a time index set of pilot symbols in the

resource block; and the matrix GP with its (n,n)th element
g'(n) is an initial filter coefficient matrix when using the
instantaneous pilot channel estimates Solely.
0105. The refining channel estimation method S623b of
the above-stated channel estimation step S623 can be
expressed by the following Equation 10.
r

1

Equation 10

hile (n, t) = n’eTRB
X coli,fift
X in', ')
0106 where T is a time index set of resources in the
resource block; FB is a frequency indeX Set of resources in

the resource block; and the matrix G with its (n,n)th element
g(n) is a refining filter coefficient matrix when using both
the instantaneous pilot channel estimates and the instanta

havg (n, t) =

neous data channel estimates in the resource block.

0107 The embodiment of the present invention deter
mines the size of the resource block that causes almost no

0100 Here, the reliability for pilot channel estimation is
constantly “1” because the pilot Symbol at a pilot position is
already known. By including the APPs of the estimated data
Symbols after decoding in this manner, the channel estima
tion errors caused by the estimated data Symbols having a
high probability of erroneous estimation can be reduced. The
channel coding method compatible with this channel esti

variation of channel in the frequency domain, and uses a
Smoothing filter for calculating an average in the frequency
domain and incorporating the effect of time variation in the
time domain. The filter coefficient matrix is dependent upon
the temporal position of the channel to be estimated, rather
than the frequency position of the channel. A set of filter
coefficient matrices adequate to Some typical channel varia
tion rates and SNR values is determined in advance and

Stored in the memory, and a proper filter coefficient matrix

mation method includes decoders of turbo codes and low

is Selected from the Set of filter coefficient matrices accord

density parity check codes, etc.
0101 To prevent error propagations in the weighted
average channel estimation method, a modified average
channel estimation method according to the following Equa

ing to the estimated channel variation rate and SNR value.
In the embodiment of the present invention, the filter coef
ficient matrix has a characteristic of averaging the instanta

tion 8 can be used.

instantaneous channel estimates available in the resource

neous channel estimates available in the resource block at a

low SNR or a low channel variation rate, or interpolating the
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block by incorporating the channel variation characteristics
at a high SNR or a high channel variation rate.
0108. In the channel estimation step S623, a determina

1

t' -

r

Equation 12

|FITIM keFrneTp
X. X. m=1
X. hn (n, k) 6.

tion method for G and G is the linear least mean square

SNR

error estimation method. Another determination method for

M2

O

G' and G includes designing an FIR (Finite Impulse
Response) filter for a low-pass filtering function according
to a Doppler frequency.

0114 where the numerator is the same as the numerator
in the channel variation rate estimate equation, the Equation

0109 Namely, the method includes calculating FIR filter
coefficient matrices for Several typical Doppler frequencies,
and Selecting an appropriate filter coefficient matrix accord
ing to an SNR estimate and a channel variation rate estimate
during a channel estimation. The aforementioned filter coef
ficient calculation method by linear least mean Square error
estimation requires an assumption for the autocorrelation

11.

function of the channel, whereas this method can be used
without information about the autocorrelation function of
the channel.

0110. The channel variation rate estimate for selection of
the filter coefficient matrices can be calculated according to
the auto-correlation correlation function between pilot posi
tions using instantaneous pilot channel estimates, Such as
given by the following Equation 11, for example.
Ehn (n, l)h(n + P, t)}
1

Re

Equation 11
M.

0115 The channel estimation method in the initial chan
nel estimation Step S623a of the channel estimation Step
S623 further includes estimating the noise variance of each

resource block by using the channel estimates h(nk)
obtained by Equation 4 or 9, the pilot symbols, and the

tentatively decided modulation symbols x(nk) from the

received symbols and the channel estimates Such that
i

in, k) = ninXr, n, k)-i,(n, k)xin, k,
n=1

0116 of the resource block according to the following
Equation 13.
O (n,r k) =

X.

tion 13
Equation
13

|Irel Moff

s:

IFI(ITI- 1)M keFr.
X. neT,
X. n=1
Xh (n, l)h(n + P. l)
1

M

IFI IMXXX" (f-i
keFP neT. n=1

0111) where Re{x} is the real number of X; F is the

0117 where x(nk) represents the pilot position.
0118. The refining channel estimation step S623b of the
channel estimation Step S623 further includes re-estimating
the noise variance of each resource block by using channel

estimates h(nk) obtained by Equation 5, 6, 7, 8, or 10, the

frequency indeX for a pilot position of every resource block

pilot symbols, and the modulation symbols X(nk) estimated

allocated to a subscriber data block; T is a set formed from
T. excluding the right-end time index of the pilot position in
the traffic channel; and 6°-E{w,(nk)w,(n.ki: the

from the decoded bits of Step S625 in Equation 13. The

initial average noise variance estimate of the received traffic
channel. The initial average noise variance estimate is
calculated by estimating the additive noise variance during
an initial System operation, or using a preamble additionally
allocated for the purpose of timing or frequency offset
estimation, or using the received Symbols of the other traffic
channels which are not assigned for data transmission,
which specific estimation methods will not be described here

0119) The demodulation step S624 includes the compu
tation of the decoding metricS Such as Euclidean distance or

in detail.

0112 The channel variation rate estimate according to the
Equation 11 is an estimated autocorrelation function of the
channel that has a value approximate to “1” with a Small
variation of channel and less than “1” with a large variation

estimated noise variance is the same for the resource blockS
in the same resource block.

LLR with the channel estimate and the estimated noise

variance obtained at the channel estimation step S623 at the
data positions. One exemplary method of computing LLR
for the gray-mapped QPSK is achieved according to Equa
tion 14.

2-V2Re{i" (n, k)rn, k)

Equation 14

2V2 Im." (n, k)r(n, k)

of channel.

0113. The SNR estimate for selection of the filter coef
ficient matrix is calculated using the instantaneous pilot
channel estimates according to the following Equation 12.

0120 where x(nk) denotes the ith constituent bit of the

Symbol X(n,k), Im{} denotes the imaginary part of a com
plex value, and H denotes the Hermitian transpose.
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0121 To overcome the difficulty of channel estimation
and enable coherent detection in applying OFDMA in the
uplink, the present invention provides a method for OFDMA
transmission and reception, and an apparatus thereof, which
allocates resource blocks comprising consecutive Subcarri
ers of consecutive OFDM symbols having at least one
inserted pilot Symbol in the unit of minimum resource,
achieves channel estimation in the unit of resource block,

and performs repeated channel estimation and demodulation
using the data reference value after decoding, and channel
decoding, thereby enhancing a channel estimation perfor
mance without boosting the pilot transmission power.
0122) While this invention has been described in connec
tion with what is presently considered to be the most
practical and preferred embodiment, it is to be understood
that the invention is not limited to the disclosed embodi

ments, but, on the contrary, is intended to cover various
modifications and equivalent arrangements included within
the Spirit and Scope of the appended claims.
0123. As described above, the present invention achieves
frequency diversity or intercell interference averaging to
enhance the channel estimation performance without boost
ing the pilot transmission power in a method for OFDMA
transmission and reception in the uplink of a wireleSS
communication System Supporting multiple Subscribers.
0.124. The present invention also enables coherent detec
tion without boosting the pilot transmission power So as to
reduce the pilot overhead and the intercell interference
caused by pilot boosting, and facilitates the use of a higher
order modulation System to enhance the data transmission
efficiency.
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3. An apparatus for OFDMA reception, which is for
coherent detection in an uplink of a wireleSS communication
System Supporting multiple Subscribers, the apparatus com
prising:
an OFDM demodulator for converting OFDM received
Symbols at respective antennas into frequency-domain
received symbols;
a resource-block-based time-frequency demapper for
Separating the frequency-domain received Symbols of
the OFDM demodulator by Subscribers according to a
resource mapping method for each Subscriber, and
rearranging the Separated frequency-domain received
Symbols based on a resource block;
a channel estimator for estimating a channel in the units
of resource blockS based on the output of the resource
block-based time-frequency demapper;
a demodulator for coherently calculating a channel decod
ing input metric by using the channel estimate of the
channel estimator; and

a channel decoder for performing channel decoding by
using the calculated metric of the demodulator accord
ing to a channel encoding method.
4. The apparatus as claimed in claim 3, wherein the
channel estimator estimates, at a first iteration, the channel

of a corresponding resource block by using an instantaneous
pilot channel estimate calculated by dividing the frequency
domain received pilot symbol output from the OFDM
demodulator by a given pilot Symbol, and estimates, in
Subsequent iterations, the channel of the corresponding
resource block by using both the instantaneous pilot channel
estimate of the initial channel estimator in the resource block

What is claimed is:

1. An apparatus for OFDMA (Orthogonal Frequency
Division Multiple Access) transmission, which is for coher

ent detection in an uplink of a wireleSS communication
System Supporting multiple Subscribers, the apparatus com
prising:
a channel encoder for channel-encoding a Subscriber data
block;

a Symbol mapper for mapping encoded data of the chan
nel encoder into a modulation Symbol;
a pilot Symbol generator for generating a pilot of the same
power as a data transmission power according to
resource mapping based on a resource block compris
ing at least one pilot and multiple data;
a resource-block-based time-frequency mapper for map
ping a Subscriber data Symbol output from the Symbol
mapper and a pilot Symbol generated from the pilot
Symbol generator into a time-frequency index of an
OFDM signal according to a resource-block-based fre
quency hopping method; and
an OFDM modulator for generating an OFDM signal
from the mapped output of the resource-block-based
time-frequency mapper.
2. The apparatus as claimed in claim 1, wherein the
resource-block-based mapping includes a single-pilot-based
resource block mapping method or a multiple-pilot-based
resource block mapping method.

and the instantaneous data channel estimate calculated by
using the decision Symbols estimated from channel decoding
decision bits.

5. The apparatus as claimed in claim 3, wherein the
channel decoding input metric includes a Euclidean distance
or a log-likelihood ratio.
6. The apparatus as claimed in claim 3, wherein when
using a Single-pilot-based resource block having the pilot
inserted in the center of the resource block, the channel

estimator comprises:
an instantaneous pilot channel estimator for calculating an
instantaneous pilot channel estimate;
a symbol mapper for estimating a transmit Symbol from
the output bit of the channel decoder;
an instantaneous data channel estimator for calculating an
instantaneous data channel estimate by using the output
of the Symbol mapper;
a weighted Sum calculator for transmitting the instanta
neous pilot channel estimate as a channel value of the
resource block in a first iteration, and calculating a
weighted Sum in the resource block according to a
channel estimation method from the outputs of the
instantaneous pilot channel estimator and the instanta
neous data channel estimator in the Subsequent itera
tions, and

a noise variance estimator for calculating the noise vari
ance of the received Symbols in the resource block.
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7. The apparatus as claimed in claim 6, wherein the
channel estimation method of the weighted Sum calculator is
Selected from the group including an average channel esti
mation method, a weighted average channel estimation
method, a modified average channel estimation method, and
a modified weighted average channel estimation method.
8. The apparatus as claimed in claim 3, wherein when
using a resource block having multiple inserted pilots, the
channel estimator comprises:
an instantaneous pilot channel estimator for calculating an
instantaneous pilot channel estimate;
a channel parameter estimator for estimating an SNR

(signal-to-noise ratio) and a channel variation rate of a
received packet using the instantaneous pilot channel
estimates,

a filter coefficient memory and Selector for Selecting an
initial filter coefficient matrix and a refining filter
coefficient matrix with the outputs of the channel
parameter estimator from the filter coefficient vector Set
calculated and Stored in advance according to given
levels of the SNR and the channel variation rate;

a reference Symbol generator for estimating a transmit
symbol from the decision bit of the channel decoder;
an instantaneous data channel estimator for generating an
instantaneous data channel estimate from the output of
the reference Symbol generator;
a resource-block-based filter for performing a filtering
operation in the units of resource block according to an
initial filter coefficient matrix provided by the filter
coefficient memory and Selector; and
a noise variance estimator for calculating the noise Vari
ance of the received Symbols in the resource block.
9. The apparatus as claimed in claim 8, wherein the
resource-block-based filter filters, in a first iteration, the

output of the instantaneous pilot channel estimator in the
units of resource block according to the initial filter coeffi
cient matrix provided by the filter coefficient memory and
Selector, and averages, in Subsequent iterations, the outputs
of the instantaneous pilot channel estimator and the instan
taneous data channel estimator corresponding to a same time
in the resource block and filters the averaged outputs accord
ing to the refining filter coefficient matrix provided by the
filter coefficient memory and Selector.
10. A method for OFDMA transmission, which is for

coherent detection in an uplink of a wireleSS communication
System Supporting multiple Subscribers, the method com
prising:

(a) channel-encoding a Subscriber data block;
(b) mapping the encoded data into a modulation Symbol;
(c) generating a pilot Symbol having the same power of a
data transmission power according to a resource map
ping based on a resource block comprising at least one
pilot and multiple data;

(d) mapping the symbol-mapped Subscriber data Symbol

and the generated pilot Symbol into a time-frequency
index of an OFDM symbol according to a resource
block-based frequency hopping method; and
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(e) generating an OFDM signal from the output of the

time-frequency mapping Step and transmitting the gen
erated OFDM signal.
11. A method for OFDMA reception, which is for coher
ent detection in an uplink of a wireleSS communication
System Supporting multiple Subscribers, the method com
prising:

(a) converting OFDM received symbols at respective
antennas into frequency-domain received symbols by
OFDM demodulation;

(b) separating the frequency-domain received symbols by
Subscribers according to a resource mapping method of
each Subscriber, and rearranging the Separated fre
quency-domain received Symbols based on a resource
block by resource-block-based demapping;

(c) estimating a channel in the units of resource blocks by
using the output of the time-frequency demapping Step;

(d) coherently generating a channel decoding input metric
from the received symbol, the estimated channel, and
the estimated noise variance by demodulation;

(e) channel-decoding based on the generated metric
according to a channel encoding method; and

(f) determining whether to repeat a reception process
when a decoding Stop condition provided in the channel
decoding Step is not Satisfied, or when a literation count
is less than a maximum iteration count.

12. The method as claimed in claim 11, wherein the step

(c) comprises:
(c-1) performing an initial channel estimation in a first
iteration to estimate a channel of a corresponding
resource block by using an instantaneous pilot channel
estimate calculated by dividing a frequency-domain
received pilot Symbol of the time-frequency demapping
Step by a given pilot Symbol, and to estimate a noise
Variance of a corresponding resource block by using
given pilot Symbols and tentatively decided data Sym
bols from received symbols and channel estimates, and

(c-2) performing a refining channel estimation in Subse
quent iterations to estimate the channel of the corre
sponding resource block by using both the instanta
neous pilot channel estimate in the resource block and
an instantaneous data channel estimate calculated by
using a data modulation Symbol estimated from chan
nel decoded bits and to estimate the noise variance of

the corresponding resource block by using pilot Sym
bols and data Symbols estimated from channel decoded
bits.

13. The method as claimed in claim 12, wherein when the

received symbol has a resource block comprising multiple
consecutive time-frequency resources almost without a
variation of channel and has a Single-pilot-based resource
block having a pilot Symbol inserted in the center of the

resource block, the Step (c-1) includes using the single
instantaneous pilot channel estimate in the resource block as
a data channel estimate in the resource block, and

the Step (c-2) includes estimating the data channel by

using a weighted Sum of the instantaneous pilot channel
estimate and the instantaneous data channel estimate.

14. The method as claimed in claim 13, wherein the step

(c-2) includes estimating the data channel by an average
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channel estimation method of averaging all instantaneous
channel estimates in the resource block, for the weighted
SU.

15. The method as claimed in claim 13, wherein the step

(c-2) includes estimating the data channel by a modified
average channel estimation method of averaging all instan

taneous channel estimates other than the instantaneous chan

nel estimate of the data channel to be estimated, for the

weighted Sum.
16. The method as claimed in claim 13, wherein the step

(c-2) includes estimating the data channel by a weighted
average channel estimation method of calculating the APP of
a modulation symbol estimated from the APPs of the deci

sion bits of the channel decoding step (e), adding the APP of
a modulation Symbol as an extra weight to the instantaneous
channel estimate in the resource block, and averaging the
weighted instantaneous channel estimate, for the weighted
SU.
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19. The method as claimed in claim 18, wherein the steps

(c-1) and (c-2) include determining an initial filter coeffi

cient matrix Set and a refining filter coefficient matrix Set,
respectively, according to the ranges of the SNR and the
channel variation rate, Selecting an initial filter coefficient
vector and a refining filter coefficient matrix for the received
data packet according to the estimates of the SNR and the
channel variation rate, and performing a filtering operation.
20. The method as claimed in claim 19, wherein the steps

(c-1) and (c-2) include estimating the channel parameters

including the SNR and the channel variation rate by using
the instantaneous pilot channel estimates in a received data
packet.
21. A method for OFDMA transmission and reception,
which is for coherent detection in an uplink of a wireleSS
communication System Supporting multiple Subscribers, the
method comprising:

17. The method as claimed in claim 13, wherein the step

a transmission process comprising (a) dividing time

estimation method of averaging the instantaneous channel
estimate other than a value of a data position to be estimated,
in calculating the APP of a symbol estimated from the APPs

time and the frequency domain of the slot, (b) gener

(c-2) includes using a modified weighted average channel
of decision bits of the channel decoding Step (e), adding the
APP as an extra weight to the instantaneous channel estimate
in the resource block, and averaging the weighted instanta
neous channel estimate, for the weighted Sum.
18. The method as claimed in claim 12, wherein when the

received symbol has a resource block comprising consecu
tive time-frequency resources allowing a variation of chan
nel in a time domain almost without a variation of channel

in a frequency axis and is mapped into a multiple-pilot
based resource block having at least two inserted pilot
Symbols,

the Step (c-1) includes filtering the instantaneous pilot
channel estimate to estimate a data channel, and

the step (c-2) includes dividing a data channel received
symbol by a modulation symbol estimated from the

channel decoded bits to calculate an instantaneous data

channel estimate, averaging instantaneous channel esti
mates for different frequency indices of a same time
indeX in the resource block in a frequency axis, and
filtering the average value in the time domain to
estimate the channel.

frequency resources of a time Slot comprising a plu
rality of orthogonal frequency division multiplexing
Symbols into a plurality of traffic channels comprising
a plurality of resource blocks well-distributed in the
ating pilot Symbols according to resource-block-based
resource mapping with a minimum resource unit being
a resource block comprising consecutive Subcarriers of
consecutive OFDM symbols having at least one

inserted pilot Symbol for each traffic channel, and (c)
processing the pilot symbols and channel-encoded and
modulated data Symbols by time-frequency mapping
according to the resource-block-based mapping method
to generate and transmit an OFDM signal; and
a reception process comprising (d) processing the
received OFDM signal according to the resource
block-based mapping method in the frequency domain,
Separating the received symbols by Subscribers, and
rearranging the Separated Symbols based on the
resource block, and (e) performing iterative channel
estimation, demodulation, and decoding by using the
pilot symbols and data symbols estimated with the
channel decoded bits after decoding for each traffic
channel.

